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With URSS applications open as well as decisions about 

final year projects to be made it might be worth checking 

out the Warwick Science Media Team, part of the Materials 

GRP

 

Over summer 2018 Warwick ChemSoc, PhysSoc and 

EngSoc  joined forces to form ‘Warwick Science Media 

Team’, a collaboration under the head of Professor Stefan 

Bon. Warwick Science Media Team create insightful videos 

about innovative research conducted at the University.  

 

We hope that these videos will be a way of inspiring like-

minded scientists or intriguing the future generation. So 

far, They have worked with Peter O’Connor, Medherant, 

Matt Gibson, Sebastien Perrier and many more. The videos 

can be seen on our Facebook page, Warwick Science 

Media Team, or on YouTube at Warwick Science 

Innovations

Warwick Science Media Team Warwick Science Innovations

https://www.facebook.com/pg/warwicksciencemedia/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/warwicksciencemedia/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1bUI6r8r7oyLjfKKRsFCVw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1bUI6r8r7oyLjfKKRsFCVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZdK6niBy6Q


R E S E A R C H  O N  T H E  R O C K S

Want to learn more about the research going on at the 

university? Like going to the pub?

 

This term Chemsoc presents Research on the Rocks! An 

event where PG students can present their research to 

YOU in an informal setting… the pub!

 

 

 

 

We are still looking for speakers for round 3 – if you are 

interested please send an email to:

e.wheeler-jones@warwick.ac.uk

 

@WARWICKCHEMSOC   ||   WARWICK CHEMSOC    
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COMING UP THIS TERM 

S U C C E S S  O F  T H E  2 0 1 8  W I C S  

C O N F E R E N C E

WEEK  5  -  Three  legged  bar  

crawl  starting  at  T-bar

 

WEEK  6  -  Mystery  social ,  f ind  

out  on  the  night

 

WEEK  7  -  POP  Circle

        Theme  -  Under  the  Sea

 

WEEK  8  -  Skool  Dayz  Circle

 

WEEK  9  -  TBA

 

WEEK  10  -  End  of  term  bar  

crawl

 

 

cHEMsOC NEWS

BY MATTHEW TAYLOR

BY EVÉ JONES

 

Come along to                            for the second installment on

 

 

         The Graduate         

            Friday 8th Feb @ 6:30pm

Back in December we ran our annual conference for 

sixth form students interested in pursuing science 

through to university, this year named ACORNS. We 

managed to secure speakers from various departments, 

but mainly with a chemistry focus (unsurprisingly), with 

extra help from our outreach volunteers to keep the day 

running smoothly. 

 

We ran 4 keynotes alongside subject specific talks, 

focused on research taking place at Warwick. Despite 

several scares early in the morning, with most of the 

schools stuck in traffic and Sadler running late for the 

setup of his big finish, the day ran perfectly. The 170+ 

students attending rated all the speakers very highly, 

which will hopefully result in many budding scientists 

joining us next year!

 

It’d be great to run the event again next year- it was 

rewarding to see so many students interested in science, 

even if it's just because they get a day off school!

https://www.instagram.com/warwickchemsoc/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/warwickchemsoc?lang=en


ACADEMICS CORNER

My masters project was on screening the effect 

of 12 different ligands of polymerisation 

kinetics of methylmethacrylate. I used to start 

working in the lab after 6pm as most PhD 

students would go home and I would have the 

chance to use all hot plates and reactors in the 

lab. I was managing to setup six kinetic 

experiments in parallel and withdrawing a 

sample from each reactor every 15 minutes for 

2-3 hours. This meant that I had to remove 

samples continuously for hours. I have spend 

many long nights in the lab and this eventually 

led me to discover the research group of Prof. 

Uli Schubert who had setup a high-throughout 

experimentation laboratory in Eindhoven in 

those years. I have realised that automated 

robots are able to do tens of experiments  at 

the same time while I am enjoying my coffee.

 

Every difficult period in life will encourage you 

to try harder and achieve better. I have learned 

that it is fun to challenge yourself and be brave 

to act outside of your comfort zone.

 

 

I am into history of how knowledge has been 

transferred for generations without being 

altered. I love spending time with my 5-year 

old boy who is also into science. We do 

experiments, gardening, go on a bike ride, and 

playing board games.

 

 

 

Keep questioning every new information and 

start thinking about your next move as soon as 

your start your degree. Knowing your goal will 

help you to find your way when you are lost.
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My research group is focusing on the design 

and synthesis of new polymeric materials. One 

of the main research areas that my group has 

been focusing on is the conversion of biomass 

into high-value advanced materials. We have 

utilised one of the most important biobased 

compounds called levulinic acid to prepare 

functional polyamides. 

 

My research group also works on new types of 

catalysts, monomers, and polymerisation 

mechanisms. Recently, we have reported the 

use of one penny coin as a catalyst in 

polymerisation of acrylates. This is effectively 

the cheapest catalyst that can be used in 

polymerisations. 

 

We are also working very closely with industry. 

We have developed a new polymer class to be 

used as oil additives in engine oils. This type of 

polymer helps the reduction of friction and 

wear in Diesel engines. We will also be focusing 

on sustainable polymers and recycling of 

plastics in the next few years.

 

 

I have worked at Warwick Chemistry from 

2009-2013 and then moved to Queen Mary 

University of London to set up the London 

Polymer Chemistry Laboratory. In the field of 

chemistry, the laboratory and analytical 

facilities are crucial for top quality of science. 

The facilities at Warwick are exceptional and 

the best in the UK. 

 

Also the academic groups working on polymer 

science are World leading and it is a great 

pleasure to be a part of this team at Warwick.

 

 

 

 

Could you summarise your area of research?

What attracted you to join Warwick?

What is your favourite memory from your 

undergraduate days?

Favourite thing to do outside of chemistry?

Do you have any advise for new students 

who have joined us this year?

DR REMZI BECER - POLYMER CHEMISTRY



A  L O O K  B A C K  A N D  W H A T  L I E S  A H E A D

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Let us take a step back to the end of term 1 ,  which is where we left off with the last 

newsletter .  For many of you the events of term 1 are blur by now and much has happened 

since then ,  but we in the Physics Society are proud to have successfully organised the 

society ’s first trip in several years .  It wasn ’t just your average physics trip to the Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory or even CERN ,  this trip took the participants all the way to Budapest 

and back .  It is worth mentioning the accommodation ,  although very safe and secure ,  

carried a striking to resemblance to something that can only be classified as the Shining .  

Despite this ,  everyone came back in one piece and had a hell of time on the other side of 

Europe .

 

In other major news ,  the much-awaited Skyline Ball took place over the weekend at 

Chesford Grange Hotel in collaboration with Warwick Astronomy Society and Warwick 

Aerospace Society .  People arrived in their finest evening wear - borrowed ,  bought ,  and 

rented alike - for a night of fine dining and festivities .  The evening was a resounding 

success with almost everyone hitting the dancefloor at some point or another ,  no small 

thanks to an absolute stellar performance from the DJ and a bit of encouragement 

courtesy of the alcohol served at the table .  We all certainly enjoyed it and hope you did as 

well !

 

Looking ahead ,  this term will proceed similar to last term with weekly physics cafes ,  now 

moved to P5 .21 ,  and regular socials including the famous Tom Hase bar crawl later in 

term !  This week we have both the TPP pub quiz making another appearance (clearly we 

did not quite max out the tab last time) and our bellowed circle ran by social secretaries 

Katharine Hughes and Sophie Battrick .  Later on in term ,  the Physics Society has paired up 

with Warwick student cinema for an event that includes a talk about the science behind 

The Martian ,  followed by a screening of said movie .  For the non-drinkers among you we 

have laser quest planned for week 6 ,  so stay tuned for more information on that and other 

social events !

Hi everyone !  Welcome back to a new year and a new term with 

Warwick Physics Society .  I hope everyone had a good break ;  

some probably more relaxing than other !  The first years among 

you will have had your first exam by now .  Hopefully it was a 

better first exam than when I was a first year and we were 

dealt the infamous unsolvable gradient question .  

 

For the first years out there ,  you will likely notice a step up in 

the amount of work to do but fret not cause we in the Physics 

Society are here to help you as always .  I will quickly take the 

opportunity to mention that there will also be revision sessions 

in term 3 for both 1st ,  2nd and 3rd years .  2nd and 3rd years are 

likely looking at internships for the summer ,  so for those of you 

with upcoming assessment centres and interviews I wish you 

the best of luck (we all need it) . Have a great term !

 

physsoc NEWS
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E X E C  P R O F I L E

Hi ,  I ’m Jacob ,  PhysSoc ’s Publicity Officer .  I ’m a 

second-year maths student ,  but I use the 

microwave in the Physics Department in my spare 

time .  

 

Beyond my course ,  there are a lot of things I ’d LIKE 

to do ;  I ’m an enthusiastic (potential) climber ,  a 

short-term long-distance runner ,  I own a violin ,  

and I speak a few words of French ,  German ,  Czech 

(4 words is a few ! ) .  But that ’s OK ,  because when I ’m 

not doing these things ,  I ’m meeting up with 

friends ,  having philosophical debates ,  hitting Leam 

at night ,  and I really do love Maths and Physics ,  so 

I ’m glad what I like doesn ’t interfere with what I 

love ,  and I ’ve loved being on the exec this year .

PUBLICITY OFFICER: JACOB STEPHENSON

Week 4 :  Physics Challenge with TPP

Week 4 :  POP !  Circle

Week 6: Laser Quest

Week 7 :  The Martian (With WCS)

Week 8 :  Tom Hase Bar Crawl 

Week 10 :  POP !  Circle

 

Upcoming events

@WARWICK.PHYSSOC   ||   WARWICK PHYSSOC    
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NOTE ON ELECTIONS:

For those of you interested in 

running for exec positions for next 

year ,  elections will be towards the 

end of this term so stay tuned !

PHYSICS challenge with TPP Week 4

And the Underlying 

Science. Brought to you 

by WCS and Physsoc



From all the BioSoc exec, we hope you 

had a wonderful holiday and Happy 

New Year, and are all happy to be back 

settled in on campus, for another 

fantastic term!

 

First term absolutely flew by, but we 

hope you managed to come along to 

one of our events and get involved. 

 

If not, then fear not, it’s never too late to 

get involved with BioSoc, with Week 5 

pop coming up, and many more socials 

in the planning there’s not been a better 

time to join!

 

With that, we hope to see you soon, and 

make sure to have a wonderful second 

term.

 

A  M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T
 C o m i n g  u p :  

s o c i a l  e v e n t s

 

biosOC NEWS
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U R S S :  H O W  T O  G E T  I N V O L V E D

 

Week 5: Pop! - Theme TBC

Week 8: Pop! - Theme TBC

 

We also have multiple other socials 

occuring - follow us on Facebook to 

stay updated!

 C o m i n g  u p :  s c i e n c e  101

 Week 16: Planning to Succeed? Work 

Smarter!

Week 17: An Introduction to survey 

design

Week 18: Posters and Presentation 

Week 19: Dissertation Writing 

 

These sessions are open to all years - 

check out the Science 101 moodle 

page for more information!

@WARWICKBIOSOC    ||    WARWICK BIOSOC    

Applications for URSS are open until February 1st, so it's not too late to get involved!

 

URSS is a great chance to get (funded) experience within a laboratory at Warwick for students in their 

penultimate year.

 

How to get involved:

 

Research the academics in the department to find a subject area you find potentially interesting and 

get in touch to see if they supervise projects.

If your chosen academic isn't taking part this year, ask for recommendations of people to approach

Ask your tutor for recommendations of who to contact

Ask 3rd years who they did their projects with

 

What you will get from the experience:

 

•An idea of whether research is for you!

Transferable skills (which will help with third year labs!)

Workshops to enhance your skill set

A chance to enhance your CV

A record of your participation on HEAR

 

If this sounds like something you'd be interested in, check out the interview 

on the next page with a previous URSS student, now in their third year!



INTERVIEW WITH PETER GALLAGHER: 

URSS 2018 SUMMER STUDENT

What made you want to do URSS?

 

I knew i had an interest in research ,  so thought it would be a good idea 

to get as much experience as possible ,  I also wanted to improve my 

practical and laboratory skills

 

How did you approach your supervisor and get the project?

 

I initially discussed the project with my tutor after previously doing some research over 

Christmas .  One of her post docs had a position available and we agreed upon a project and 

filled out the paperwork together

 

What did you research and why did this interest you?

 

Phosphate metabolism in certain strains of bacteria .  Interesting as it has a large degree of 

applications for agriculture with ever increasing concern about food security as the 

population continues to grow

 

What were your favourite parts of the project?

 

Performing the practical experiments and the achievement when you get significant data 

back knowing you may have found something interesting

 

If you could change anything ,  what would you do differently?

 

Be more thorough with initial work ,  as I ended up with a few initial failures and it took a 

while to find out what was going wrong and why

 

What tips do you have for someone completely new to research?

 

Don 't panic too much if the experiments don 't work - it can be difficult to start with !

Don 't be afraid to ask questions of your supervisor or others in the lab - they will be happy to 

help !

Try to learn as many new techniques as possible

Enjoy !

 

Why should other people do URSS?

 

If you are interested in research or unsure about research it ’s a good way to cement whether 

it ’s a good idea .  It ’s a good way to get experience to cement your future placements or jobs 

and it might help you decide if you want to do a masters or PhD after you graduate

 

If you 're interested in URSS and aren 't sure where to start ,  get in touch with your tutor for 

some recommendations and don 't be afraid to ask older students how to get started !
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